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Klallam expresses complex paths in constructions that involve series of 
motion and location verbs. When no medial legs are mentioned, the end legs 
(source and goal) of a path are denominal verbs marked by prefixes meaning 
ʻgo toʼ, ʻgo fromʼ, and ʻbe atʼ. Medial legs, marked by a verb meaning ʻgo 
viaʼ, differ from end legs in that their constituent structure must include a 
prepositional phrase specifying the trajectory or manner of motion. When a 
medial leg is specified, a goal appears as a renominalized derived verb in a 
complement clause. The legs form distinct constituents that can be put in any 
order, with the subject and other enclitics following whichever word comes 
first.  
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1. Introduction. 
 Klallam1 is a verb-initial, moderately polysynthetic language that expresses motion 
events in serial verb constructions. This paper describes and illustrates these constructions 
and discusses the place of Klallam in a typology of motion events. 
 Section 2 of this paper shows that Klallam lexically encodes path elements in verbs and 
that details of a path are encoded in verbal sister constituents in serial verb constructions. 

                                                 
1 Klallam is a Central Salishan language of the Straits group spoken on the north shore of the Olympic 
Peninsula in Washington and on southern Vancouver Island in British Columbia (Montler 1999). The research 
this work is based on has been supported by grants from the Jacobs Research Funds, National Science 
Foundation, National Endowment for the Humanities, University of North Texas, and Elwha Klallam Tribe. I 
am grateful to the Klallam elders, especially Bea Charles, Adeline Smith, the late Ed Sampson, and the late 
Tom Charles, who patiently taught me the language. Thanks to Ivy Doak for detailed comments and 
suggestions for improvement. This paper is a combined, revised, and expanded version of papers presented at 
the 2004 SSILA meeting and at the 2004 ICSNL. 
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Section 3 looks at complex paths, complete traversals from source to goal, in light of 
typological proposals by Ross (1992, 1995), which find systematic, structural asymmetries 
between end legs (expressions of source and goal) and medial legs (expressions of 
trajectory, mode of motion, etc.). Such asymmetries are found in Klallam. Section 4 
discusses a further asymmetry between the expression of the starting and ending points of a 
path that arises only when a specific mode or trajectory is also expressed in the sentence. 
Section 5 looks at Klallam motion events from the point of view of Talmyʼs 1991 typology, 
as modified by Zlatev and Yangklang 2004 and Slobin 2004. Section 6 looks at possible 
historical/comparative sources for the morphology of Klallam motion event constructions. 
 Before paths can be explored, a little background on the structure of the Klallam clause 
is necessary. Section 1.1 describes the basic sentence structure and demonstrates the 
polysynthetic nature of Klallam. Section 1.2 shows the basic syntax and function of the 
Klallam preposition. 
 
1.1. Basic sentence structure. 
 As is typical of polysynthetic languages, in Klallam several substantive—verbal, 
adjectival, and nominal—concepts can combine morphologically in the main verb. Though 
most of the examples in this paper do not show this, examples in (1), ordinary sentences 
from conversations between fluent native speakers, will serve to demonstrate that Klallam is 
polysynthetic. 

(1) a. ʔuʔ-č-čq-éʔqʷ            ʔiʔ     ʔáwǝ-nǝ  s-ŋǝc̕-áy-s.2 
      CONTR-have-big-head CONJ  not-exist  NOM-pus-container-3POS 
    ʻHe has a big head but no brains.ʼ 

                                                 
2 The third person intransitive subject is zero. Translations with ʻitʼ could equally well be done with ʻheʼ, 
ʻsheʼ, or ʻtheyʼ. In the data the hyphen indicates a relevant morpheme boundary preceding a suffix or 
following a prefix. The underline precedes an enclitic. The abbreviations used are as follows:  CAUS = 
ʻcausativeʼ,  CON = ʻconnectorʼ,  CONJ  = ʻconjunctionʼ, CONTR = ʻcontrastʼ, DET = ʻdeterminerʼ, DIRECT = 
ʻdirectional applicative transitivizerʼ,  FUT  = ʻfuture tense markerʼ, HYP = ʻhypotheticalʼ,  IMP = ʻimperative 
encliticʼ, LIMIT = ʻlimiting encliticʼ,  NM = ʻnominalizerʼ,  OBJ = ʻobjectʼ,  OBL = ʻoblique prepositionʼ,  
POS = ʻpossessiveʼ,  PSV = ʻpassiveʼ,  QUEST = ʻyes/no question encliticʼ,  REQ = ʻrequest encliticʼ,  SUBJ 
= ʻmain clause subjectʼ, SBDSUBJ = ʻsubordinate clause subjectʼ, TRVZR = ʻtransitivizerʼ. 
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 b. ʔaʔčš-ikʷǝ́-t-ǝŋ     ʔaʔ  kʷǝ   nǝ-síyaʔ. 
  change-clothing-TRNVZ-PSV  OBL DET  1POS-grandparent 
  ʻHis clothes were changed by my grandfather.ʼ 

 c. ʔáwǝ-nǝ   nǝ-k̫̕ ɬ-ƛ̕aʔ-č̕ixʷ-ícn. 
  not-exist  1POS-accompany-go.to-enter-back 
  ʻIʼve got nobody to go with me to Port Angeles.ʼ3 

 In Klallam the verb comes first in the clause. The main verb can be preceded by one of 
a closed class of auxiliaries or intensifiers which may require a connecting morpheme ʔiʔ or 
ʔuʔ (see Montler 2003 for discussion of these constructions): 

(2) a. ƛá̕cu     cǝ     nǝsčáʔčaʔ. 
      sleep    DET   my.friend   
  ʻMy friend is fishing.ʼ 

 b. hiyáʔ        ƛá̕cu. 
       go.away   fish             
  ʻHe/sheʼs going fishing.ʼ  

 c. x̣̫ ǝ́ŋ   ʔiʔ   ƛá̕cu. 
       can     CON fishing 
  ʻHe can fish.ʼ 

 d. ƛá̕y    ʔuʔ     ƛá̕cu. 
       also    CON    fish 
  ʻHeʼs fishing, too.ʼ 

 There is a class of around twenty second-position clitics that serve to situate the speech 
act. These include the markers for first and second person subjects, questions, imperatives, 
tense, evidentials, etc. These enclitics always follow the first word of the clause, whatever it 
is. The examples in (3) are structurally the same as those in (2) with the addition of second-
position, speech act enclitics. 

                                                 
3 The word for ʻPort Angelesʼ, č̕ixʷícn, refers to the harbor inside and behind the spit at the site of the town. 
Many of the words in the following examples are similarly morphologically complex. The internal 
morphology is shown only where it is relevant to the issue under discussion. 
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(3) a. ƛá̕cu_u_yaʔ            cǝ     ʔǝnc̕ǝ́t. 
       fish _QUEST_PAST    DET   your.father 
  ʻDid your father fish?ʼ 

 b. hiyáʔ_cn             ƛá̕cu. 
       go.away_1SUBJ    fish 
   ʻIʼm going fishing.ʼ 

 c. x̣̫ ǝ́ŋ_č̕_cxʷ        ʔiʔ    ƛá̕cu.  
       can_EVID_2SUBJ  CON  fish 
  ʻApparently, you can fish.ʼ 

 d. ƛá̕y_caʔ_st               ʔuʔ    ƛá̕cu. 
       really_FUT_1PLSUBJ  CON    fish 
  ʻWe will fish, too.ʼ 

Klallam has several types of specially marked subordinate clauses. These are illustrated in 
(4). 

(4) a. hiyáʔ_cn            kʷaʔ       ʔítt-xʷ. 
       go.away_1SUBJ   if/when   sleep-2SBDSUBJ 
  ʻIʼll go if you sleep.ʼ 

 b. hiyáʔ_cn               ʔǝɬ     ʔítt-xʷ. 
        go.away_1SUBJ     while  sleep-2SBDSUBJ 
   ʻIʼll go while you sleep.ʼ 

 c. ʔánǝ-t-ǝŋ_cn                  či      nǝ-s-k̫̕ ǝ́n-c. 
        allow-TRNVZ-PSV_1SUBJ  DET   1POS-NM-see-TRNVZ:2OBJ 
  ʻI was allowed to see you.ʼ 

 d. ʔánǝ-t-ǝŋ_cn                  či      nǝ-s-ʔǝnʔá        k̫̕ ǝ́n-c. 
        allow-TRNVZ-PSV_1SUBJ  DET   1POS-NM-come  see-TRNVZ:2OBJ 
  ʻI was allowed to come see you.ʼ 
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In example (4a) the subordinate clause is preceded by the particle kʷaʔ ʻif, whenʼ. In (4b) it 
is preceded by ʔǝɬ ʻwhileʼ. These types of subordinate clauses have subject markers from 
the subjunctive paradigm. Examples (4c-d) show sentential complements. The first word—
the main verb, auxiliary, intensifier, or first verb of a series—of a complement clause is 
nominalized and it takes a subjective genitive subject. In (4c-d) the first person possessive 
marks the complement subject. As will be shown in section 4, sentential complements and 
ʻifʼ clauses are relevant to complex paths in Klallam. 

 
1.2. The preposition and oblique objects. 
 Non-predicative nouns are usually preceded by a demonstrative determiner (Montler 
2007). There is only one preposition in Klallam, ʔaʔ. Aside from the pronominal possessive 
affixes, it is the only marker of oblique case. It can mark various semantic roles, as shown 
in (5), where the prepositional phrase is in boldface. 
 In (5a) the preposition marks the agent of the passive. In (5b)-(5d) it marks locations. In 
(5e) it marks genitive and in (5f), a causal. 

(5) a. kʷnátǝŋ_yaʔ_cn           ʔaʔ   cǝ   qá̕ʔŋiʔ. 
         is.helped_PAST_1SUBJ   OBL  DET  girl 
  ʻI was helped by the girl.ʼ 

 b. šáʔwiʔ     ʔaʔ   cǝ    sʔácss. 
         growing   OBL  DET  her.face 
  ʻItʼs growing on her face.ʼ 

 c. ʔsƛá̕qʷɬ    ʔaʔ  cǝ   čǝ́nss. 
         is.stuck    OBL  DET his.tooth 
  ʻItʼs stuck in his teeth.ʼ 

 d. ʔstásɬ     ʔaʔ   cǝ     sx̣cáʔi.    
          is.close  OBL   DEM  weeds  
  ʻThey are close to the weeds.ʼ 

 e. cǝ́t_cxʷ           ʔaʔ   cǝ    nǝŋǝ́ŋaʔ. 
         father_2SUBJ    OBL   DET   my.child  
  ʻYou are the father of my child.ʼ 
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 f. qǝms̕ít_cn         ʔaʔ    či    saplín. 
         beg.him_1SUBJ   OBL    DET  bread  

ʻI begged him for some bread.ʼ 

 Example (6) shows that it is possible to get more than one of these prepositional phrases 
in a clause, though three or four seem to be the limit of acceptability.  

(6)  tčístǝŋ_yaʔ        ʔaʔ   či    ŋǝ́naʔs   ʔaʔ  tiʔǝ   ščtǝ́ŋxʷǝnɬ. 
       is.brought_PAST OBL  DET  his.son   OBL  DET   our.land 
  ʻHe was brought by his son to our land.ʼ 

 The context usually makes the semantics of the oblique marker clear. The lack of 
numerous adpositions and case makers in Klallam compared to English and other languages  
is compensated for by the many verbs that encode path and location. 
 

2. Location and directed-motion verbs. 
 Instead of the location and direction adpositions, case markers, or verbal direction 
affixes found in many languages, Klallam has a large number of verbs that indicate location 
and direction. Thus far 84 location verbs and 115 directed-motion verbs have been observed 
in Klallam. The location verbs are shown in (7) and directed-motion verbs are shown in (8):  
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(7)  Klallam location verbs 
 
ʔáckʷɬ  ʻbe on deep waterʼ 
ʔáɬaʔ  ʻbe hereʼ 
ʔǝctúŋǝn ʻbe in the middleʼ 
ʔǝsáʔwɬ  ʻbe in the brushʼ 
ʔǝsáqɬ  ʻbe outsideʼ 
ʔǝsčáčɬ  ʻbe betweenʼ 
ʔǝsčáy̕ǝqʷ ʻbe up in mountainsʼ 
ʔǝsc̕áʔc̕aʔ ʻbe on top, upstairsʼ 
ʔǝsc̕éʔc̕ǝŋ ʻbe close toʼ 
ʔǝsc̕ǝ́ɬkʷǝŋ ̒ be through (a hole)ʼ 
ʔǝsč̕éʔic̕  ʻbe inside outʼ 
ʔǝsč̕ǝ́y̕xʷ ʻbe insideʼ 
ʔǝskʷáʔǝt ʻbe in the back seatʼ 
ʔǝsnáʔǝwǝ̕ɬ ʻbe inʼ 
ʔǝsqaʔáʔwǝɬ  ʻbe outsideʼ 
ʔǝsqásɬ  ʻbe in waterʼ 
ʔǝsq̕ǝ́y̕č̕  ʻbe in shelterʼ 
ʔǝsqʷǝ́yǝxʷ ʻbe out of the wayʼ 
ʔǝstásɬ  ʻbe close byʼ 
ʔǝstá̕ʔnǝɬ ʻbe in a rowʼ 
ʔǝst̕ǝ́ŋ  ʻbe down a dropʼ 
ʔǝsxʷáɬ  ʻbe downʼ 
ʔiʔáʔiɬ  ʻbe aboardʼ 
ʔiʔčáʔyǝ  ʻbe aheadʼ 
ʔiʔɬčáʔi  ʻbe ahead, in frontʼ 
ʔiɬkʷáʔws ʻbe behindʼ 
ʔínǝŋ  ʻbe in sightʼ 
ʔíwǝɬ  ʻbe beside, alongsideʼ 

ʔiyá   ʻbe thereʼ 
ʔíyǝcǝn  ʻbe at the edgeʼ 
ʔíyǝwǝɬ  ʻbe besideʼ 
caʔyíc  ʻbe on top ofʼ 
cácu  ʻbe at the waterʼ 
cáw   ʻbe up on the beachʼ 
cáwcu  ʻbe way off shoreʼ 
cícɬ   ʻbe highʼ 
cɬaʔáwǝɬ ʻbe up highʼ 
c̕áʔ   ʻbe on topʼ 
c̕ɬǝ́p̕i  ʻbe under, submergedʼ 
čaʔiʔqʷǝʔáwǝɬ  ʻbe in backʼ 
čʔáɬa  ʻbe from hereʼ 
čʔiyá  ʻbe from thereʼ 
čáʔyǝqʷ  ʻbe back in the woodsʼ 
čǝy̕kʷáʔwǝɬ  ʻbe behind, ahead ofʼ  
čiʔáw  ʻbe pastʼ 
č̕aʔáwǝ̕ɬ  ʻbe over on other sideʼ 
č̕ixʷǝyáwǝ̕ɬ  ʻbe insideʼ 
háʔǝw  ʻbe awayʼ 
héʔu  ʻbe in the bowʼ 
kʷǝnǝtúy ʻbe togetherʼ 
kʷsáʔič  ʻbe behind, insideʼ 
kʷtús  ʻbe right side upʼ 
ɬcú   ʻbe at the beachʼ 
ɬkʷáʔwǝs ʻbe behind, followingʼ 
ɬq̕cín  ʻbe on opposite edgeʼ 
ƛ̕áčɬ  ʻbe at bottom, in deepʼ 

ƛ̕čaʔáʔwǝɬ ̒be underneathʼ 
ƛ̕ǝ́č   ʻbe deepʼ 
sʔéʔǝyuc ʻbe at the edgeʼ 
sʔíyǝn  ʻbe at the endʼ 
sčiʔaʔyŋ  ʻbe upside downʼ 
sǝ́q   ʻbe outsideʼ 
siq̕áʔǝwǝɬ ʻbe surroundingʼ 
sƛ̕čáʔwǝs ʻbe underʼ 
sqʷéʔǝxʷ ʻbe out of the wayʼ 
sq̕ʷaʔháʔaʔŋ̕xʷ ʻbe amongʼ 
st̕ǝ́n̕ǝs  ʻbe next toʼ 
tá̕nk̕ʷ  ʻbe amongʼ 
tǝ́yǝt  ʻbe upriverʼ 
tiʔtáʔwǝɬ ʻbe behindʼ 
tɬaʔáwǝɬ  ʻbe on this sideʼ 
tɬnáʔǝč  ʻbe acrossʼ 
tɬús   ʻbe face downʼ 
txʷnaʔáwǝɬ  ʻbe on other sideʼ 
txʷnaʔyéʔč ʻbe on other sideʼʼ 
txʷnǝ́wc̕ǝn ̒ be from acrossʼ 
xʷéʔi  ʻbe away fromʼ 
xʷǝynǝ́kʷi ʻbe apartʼ 
x̣aʔx̣áʔƛ̕ǝŋ̕ ̒be crosswiseʼ 
x̣ɬíŋǝs  ʻbe on back, face upʼ 
x̣ʷqʷiʔnáč ʻbe upside downʼ 
x̣ʷúʔǝq̕ʷ  ʻbe upriverʼ 
yǝq̕áɬ  ʻbe in the wayʼ 
yéy̕   ʻbe farʼ
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(8)  Klallam directed-motion verbs 

ʔǝckʷíyŋ  ʻgo far off shoreʼ 
ʔǝčaʔwíyŋ ̒ go around outsideʼ 
ʔǝnʔá  ʻcomeʼ 
ʔǝxʷéʔi  ʻmove awayʼ 
ʔiʔkʷǝn̕ǝtúy ʻgo together withʼ 
ʔiʔɬáʔaʔ  ʻgo throughʼ 
ʔiʔɬáʔɬuʔ ʻgo away fromʼ 
ʔúx̣ʷ    ʻgo toʼ 
ʔúyɬ    ʻgo aboardʼ 
caʔčáct  ʻgo on aheadʼ 
cǝ́n̕   ʻgo up againstʼ 
cǝ́xʷ  ʻgo out of sightʼ 
cɬaʔwíyŋ   ̒ go up highʼ 
cɬǝ́qʷ  ʻgo through a holeʼ 
cúŋ    ʻgo up from waterʼ 
c̕éʔyŋ    ʻgo up on topʼ 
c̕ic̕ǝ́yǝŋ  ʻgo uphillʼ 
c̕íŋǝct  ʻgo nearʼ 
c̕íŋi    ʻarrive nearʼ 
c̕ǝ́w ̕   ʻgo out of sightʼ 
čáni   ʻmove awayʼ 
čiʔáw  ʻgo pastʼ 
čiqéʔyŋ  ʻmove up and downʼ 
čiyáct    ʻgo forward, aheadʼ 
č̕aʔwíyŋ  ʻgo over to other sideʼ 
č̕áŋ    ʻarrive homeʼ 
č̕ǝ́y̕ǝs  ʻturn around, rotateʼ 
č̕ǝ́yǝxʷ    ʻgo insideʼ 
č̕xʷaʔwíyŋ ̒ go on the insideʼ 
héʔwi  ʻgo forwardʼ 
hǝwíyŋ  ʻgo back, returnʼ 
híw ̕  ʻcome into sightʼ 
hiyáʔ  ʻgo away, leaveʼ 
huʔáčǝŋ   ʻgo beyondʼ 
kʷǝ́q̕ʷi  ʻgo downstreamʼ 
kʷsáčǝŋ  ʻgo to the insideʼ 
ɬáʔaʔ  ʻgo same wayʼ 
ɬáw ̕   ʻgo awayʼ 

ɬcú    ʻgo toward waterʼ 
ɬǝ́ŋ   ʻcome offʼ 
ɬkʷáʔsct  ʻgo behind, followʼ 
ɬq̕cínǝŋ  ʻgo to other edgeʼ 
ɬúy   ʻgo away fromʼ 
ɬx̣ʷǝ́t  ʻgo straightʼ 
ƛ̕áys    ʻgo backwardʼ 
ƛ̕čaʔwíyŋ ʻgo underneathʼ 
ƛ̕číyŋ    ʻgo down; sinkʼ 
ƛ̕íq   ʻgo up out of waterʼ 
ƛ̕íw ̕  ʻget awayʼ 
míxʷǝŋ  ʻgo back and forthʼ 
náw ̕   ʻgo intoʼ 
nǝ́qǝŋ  ʻgo down into waterʼ 
nǝxʷsǝwíyŋ ʻgo along a trailʼ 
p̕ǝ́kʷ  ʻrise to surfaceʼ 
pšúsǝŋ    ʻgo against flowʼ 
qǝ́s   ʻgo into waterʼ 
qʷúʔq̕i  ʻgo alongsideʼ 
qʷxʷíct  ʻget out of the wayʼ 
q̕aʔwíyŋ  ʻgo around cornerʼ 
q̕ǝ́p   ʻcome togetherʼ 
q̕ǝ́yič̕ct  ʻgo to shelterʼ 
q̕táwǝɬ    ʻgo aroundʼ 
q̕túcǝn  ʻgo along beachʼ 
q̕ʷíŋi    ʻget out ofʼ 
q̕ʷéʔyŋ    ʻgo over the topʼ 
q̕ʷiyaʔyéʔčǝŋ ʻgo over hillʼ 
sáʔ    ʻrise upʼ 
sáw ̕   ʻarrive in the bushʼ 
sǝ́x̣ʷ     ʻcome outʼ 
siʔqawí̕yŋ ʻgo aroundʼ 
siq̕ǝ́yǝsǝŋ ʻturn aroundʼ 
síx̣ʷǝŋ    ʻgo into waterʼ 
sqaʔwíyŋ ʻgo on the outsideʼ 
sqíyŋ    ʻgo outsideʼ 
st̕ǝ́ŋ   ʻgo downʼ 
suʔǝ́ct  ʻgo into the bushʼ 

sx̣íct  ʻmove over, asideʼ 
šǝ́n̕ct  ʻmove apartʼ 
tčcínǝŋ  ʻgo along the edgeʼ 
táči    ʻarrive hereʼ 
tǝ́yi    ʻgo upstreamʼ 
tǝ́s     ʻarrive thereʼ 
txʷaʔcícɬ ʻgo highʼ 
txʷaʔxʷéʔi ̒ get away fromʼ 
txʷʔǝnʔá ʻcome towardʼ 
txʷʔúx̣ʷ   ʻget toʼ 
txʷhéʔwi ʻget to the frontʼ 
txʷiʔáx̣ǝŋ ʻgo towardʼ 
txʷihǝwíyŋ ̒ arrive backʼ 
txʷnéʔyŋ  ʻmove overʼ 
txʷtúyi  ʻarrive over waterʼ 
túyi    ʻgo over waterʼ 
tx̣ǝ́nǝŋ  ʻgo viaʼ 
tx̣ʷáʔn̕aʔ ʻgo towardʼ 
tá̕kʷi   ʻgo acrossʼ 
tá̕n   ʻgo ashoreʼ 
tá̕qʷi  ʻrecedeʼ 
t̕ǝ́yǝm  ʻgo acrossʼ 
t̕ǝ́n̕ǝŋ    ʻgo in line next toʼ 
tǝ̕ŋk̕ʷáʔct ʻgo amongʼ 
tú̕kʷ    ʻgo homeʼ 
tx̣̕ǝ́ct  ʻgo wrong wayʼ 
wáʔ    ʻgo along withʼ 
xʷáŋ  ʻarrive downʼ 
xʷéʔict  ʻgo away fromʼ 
xʷéy̕  ʻcome into viewʼ 
xʷǝy̕nǝkʷǝ́yŋ ʻgo apartʼ 
xʷiʔtiʔǝ́č ʻgo with the windʼ 
xʷíyŋ    ʻgo downwardʼ 
xʷkʷíyŋ   ʻgo below, backʼ 
x̣ǝ́p̕   ʻarrive at the endʼ 
x̣ʷiq̕ʷíyŋ   ʻgo with the flowʼ 
x̣ʷúq̕ʷi    ʻgo upstreamʼ 
yaʔyíyŋ   ʻgo far awayʼ 
yǝ́q̕   ʻget up to, evenʼ
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 Any of these words in (7) and (8) can be the main verb of a sentence. Some examples of 
the location verbs are shown in (9) and the motion verbs in (10). 

(9) a. tɬnáʔǝč_caʔ_cn. 
  be.across_FUT_1SUBJ   
  ʻIʼll be across.ʼ 

 b. ʔiyá_yaʔ_u_cxʷ? 
  be.there_PAST_QUEST_2SUBJ 
  Were you there? 

 c. cáw      cǝ     sǝʔǝ́yčǝns. 
  be.up.on.the.beach   DET  her.younger.sister 
  ʻHer younger sister was up on the beach.ʼ 

(10) a. tú̕k̫̕ _yaʔ_st. 
  go.home_PAST_1PLSUBJ 
  ʻWe went home.ʼ 

  b. tá̕kʷi_caʔ_cn. 
  go.across_FUT_1SUBJ  
  ʻIʼll go across.ʼ 

  c. wáʔ_u_q_cn? 
  go.along_QUEST_HYP_1SUBJ 
  ʻCould I go along?ʼ 
 
2.1. Location and directed-motion verbs in series. 
 These location and directed-motion verbs may occur alone as main verbs, but more 
often they occur in series. Serial location verbs are illustrated in (11) and motion verbs in 
(12). 

(11) ʔiyá_caʔ_cn     tɬnáʔǝč     cáw. 
  be.there_PAST_1SUBJ  be.across  be.up.on.the.beach 
  ʻIʼll be across there on the beach.ʼ 
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(12)   hiyáʔ_yaʔ_cn             waʔ        ʔúx̣̫    tá̕kʷi        tú̕k̫̕ . 
         go.away_PAST_1SUBJ  go.along  go.to  go.across  go.home 
        ʻI went along (with someone) across (the strait) over to home.ʼ 

 In (11) and (12) none of the verbs is subordinate to any other. None of the subordination 
proclitics and affixes, as shown in (4), is present or possible in these sentences. The order is 
flexible, with initial position being the focus and the speech act enclitics following 
whichever comes first. Two or three of these verbs in series is very common; five, as in 
example (12), though not uncommon, seems to be the limit of acceptability. 
 It is possible to get location verbs combined in series with directed-motion verbs, but 
there are few examples. One example is (13). 

(13) cáw                       ʔúx̣̫    č̕ǝ́yǝxʷ   ʔaʔ  cǝ    ʔáʔiŋ. 
  be.up.on.the.beach  go.to   go.in      OBL  DET  house 
  ʻShe went into the house up on the beach. 

 Motion verbs specifying manner also occur in Klallam and can freely combine in series 
with the directed-motion verbs. A few examples are shown in (14). 

(14)  a. kʷánǝŋǝt_cn   sqíyŋ. 
   run_1SUBJ      go.out 
   ʻI ran outside.ʼ 

    b. ʔǝnʔá_cn      kʷánǝŋǝt  tú̕k̫̕ . 
   come_1subj  run          go.home 
    ʻI came running home.ʼ 

    c. štǝŋ   hiyáʔ    ʔúx̣̫    ʔaʔ  tǝ    spú̕qʷs. 
   walk  go        go.to  OBL  DET  bluff 
   ʻHe walked over to the bluff.ʼ 

    d. tǝ̕ŋúʔǝŋ  tá̕kʷi        ʔaʔ  cǝ   stúʔwi. 
   swim     go.across  OBL DET river 
   ʻIt swam across the river.ʼ 

They can also combine in series with verbs such as ƛ̕áy ʻbe againʼ and čáy ʻworkʼ that do 
not express motion or location: 
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(15) ƛá̕y_st                 čáy    ʔúx̣̫     ʔaʔ  cǝ   sqʷiyǝsáw̕txʷ. 
  be.again_1PLSUBJ  work  go.to  OBL  DET cannery 
  ʻWe again went to work in the cannery.ʼ 

In other serializing languages, such as Thai, the path verb must follow the manner verb in 
series and can be analyzed as an adverbial satellite (Zlatev and Yangklang 2004). In 
Klallam there seems to be no limit on the ordering of manner and path verbs. In (16) the 
manner verb is preceded and followed by directed-motion verbs in series. 

(16) hiyáʔ_cn           sqíyŋ    kʷánǝŋǝt   ʔúx̣̫    ʔaʔ  cǝ   sxʷʔǝmǝtáw̕txʷ. 
  go.away_1SUBJ  go.out   run           go.to  OBL DET toilet 
  ʻI ran to the outhouse.ʼ 

All of these examples of verbs in series show that none of the verbs modify the others nor 
do they refer to a sequence of events. Events in sequence are expressed in clauses conjoined 
with ʔiʔ. One example is given in (17). 

(17) ʔǝnʔá  či    č̕ǝ́yǝxʷ  ʔiʔ    ʔǝ́mǝt  ʔiʔ      ʔíɬǝn. 
  come  IMP  go.in     CONJ  sit       CONJ   eat. 
  ʻCome in, sit down and eat.ʼ 
 
2.2.  Transitive verbs in series. 
 Thus far, all of the verbs in the examples are intransitive. It is possible, though less 
common, to get a transitive verb as part of the series. The examples in (18) each have a 
transitive verb as one of the series. 

(18)  a. xʷítǝŋ_yaʔ   txʷaʔcícɬ  ƛn̕á-s. 
   jump_PAST   go.high    get it-3SUBJ 
   ʻHe jumped high and got it.ʼ 

    b. ʔúx̣̫   cŋǝ́t    cǝ     slapúʔ. 
   go.to  bite.it  DET  Slapu. 
   ʻGo bite Slapu (the witch).ʼ 

     c. kʷǝnáŋǝ-t_cn                  hiyáʔ      ʔúx̣̫   tá̕kʷi. 
   help- TRVZR:3OBJ_1SUBJ   go.away  go.to  go.across 
   ʻI helped him go across.ʼ 
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    d. kʷǝnáŋǝ-c           ʔúx̣̫    tá̕kʷi. 
   help-TRVZR:1OBJ  go.to   go.across 
      ʻHelp me go across.ʼ 

    e. hiyáʔ_caʔ_st                xʷk̫̕ ǝ́t  ʔúx̣̫    ʔaʔ   ti     ƛ̕ǝ́č    ƛɬ̕áɬc̕. 
   go.away_FUT_1PLSUBJ  tow.it    go.to  OBL  DET  deep  saltwater  
   ʻWeʼll tow it out to the deep water.ʼ 

Unlike sentences with all intransitive verbs, the word order makes a difference when 
transitive verbs are in the series. In (18a-b) the transitive verb is at the end of the series, and 
the subject is the same for all verbs in the sentence, as in all the previous examples of the 
serial construction. In (18c-d) the subject of the intransitive motion verbs is the same as the 
object of the initial transitive verb. In (18e) an initial motion verb and a following transitive 
verb share the same subject, while he subject of the third verb in the series is the object of 
the transitive verb. In general, the subject of all verbs in series is the same unless one is 
transitive. In that case, the subject of following verbs is the same as the object of the 
transitive.  
 
2.3. Derived directed-motion verbs. 
 Some of the location verbs are derived from directed-motion verbs with the addition of 
the stative ʔǝs- prefix. For example, ʔǝsqásɬ ʻbe in waterʼ comes from qǝ́s ʻgo into waterʼ. 
Similarly, many of the directed-motion verbs in (8) can be seen to be derived from location 
verbs shown in (7). The -ŋ ʻmiddle voiceʼ suffix on many of them, for example, makes an 
intransitive verb taking an agentive subject. And the -íy suffix adds the idea of motion to a 
basically stative stem, as shown in (19). 

(19) a. sǝ́q  ʻbe outsideʼ  sqíyŋ ʻgo outsideʼ 

  b.  ƛ̕ǝ́č  ʻbe deepʼ  ƛč̕íyŋ    ʻgo down, sinkʼ 

 When the path of motion involves definite, specific places in the source and goal, 
motion verbs are derived by adding prefixes to the specific place names. There are two 
prefixes that derive motion verbs:  ƛá̕ʔ- ʻgo toʼ and čšáʔ- ʻgo fromʼ. 
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(20) a.  ƛa̕ʔtáwn_cn. 
          go.to.town_1SUBJ  

 ʻI went to town.ʼ 

   b.  čšaʔtáwn_cn. 
          go.from.town_1SUBJ  

 ʻI went from town.ʼ 

 These are truly derived  verbs—not case-marked nouns. They can take subjects as in 
(20) and can be transitivized as in (21a), passivized as in (21b), or imperfective as in (21c) 
just as any other verb: 

(21)  a. ƛa̕ʔtáwn-txʷ_cn 
           go.to.town-CAUS_1SUBJ 
   ʻI took it to townʼ 

   b.  ƛa̕ʔtáwn-t-ǝŋ_cn 
           go.to.town-CAUS-PSV_1SUBJ 
   ʻI was made to go to townʼ 

   c.  ƛa̕ʔttáʔwn_cn 
           go.to.town[with imperfective reduplication and infix]_1SUBJ 
   ʻIʼm going to townʼ 

 Verbs derived with these two prefixes can occur in series with each other and with other 
directed-motion verbs. When two such verbs occur together in a sentence, they encode an 
event that is a complete traversal from source to goal—a complex path. 
 
3. Complex paths. 
 The following discussion uses terminology from Ross 1995, which looks at the 
properties of complex paths in English, German, and Brazilian Portuguese. Ross uses the 
term ʻpathʼ what is called here ʻcomplex pathʼ. In this paper the term ʻcomplex pathʼ is 
used in order to distinguish this from the use of ʻpathʼ by Talmy 1991 and others to refer to 
the semantic path element that is encoded in the verb in verb-framed languages and 
elsewhere in  satellite-framed language. See section 5 for more on this typological 
classification. The constituents of a complex path are shown in (22).  
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(22)  (adapted from Ross 1995:271) 
              Complex Path 

 
 
(Theme) V (Source) (Trajectory) (Direction) (Extent) (Speed) (Extent) (Goal) (Mode) 
I traveled from LA along Rt. 1 northwards 450 miles at 60 all the way to SF on foot 

Each of the constituents of the semantic path is a ʻlegʼ. Source, which is the initial leg, and 
goal, which is the final leg, are ʻend legsʼ.  The others are ʻmedial legsʼ. 
 
3.1.  Source and goal. 
 The ƛ̕áʔ- and čšaʔ- derived motion verbs of Klallam can be used in series to express the 
end—initial and final—legs of a path. As with the other directed-motion verbs, the order is 
flexible, as shown in (23). 

(23)  a. čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ_cn        ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ. 
          go.from.Elwha_1SUBJ    go.to.Victoria   
         ʻI went from Elwha to Victoria.ʼ 
 
 
    b. ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ_cn       čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ. 
          go.to.Victoria_1SUBJ     go.from.Elwha         

 ʻI went to Victoria from Elwha.ʼ 
 

Other directed-motion verbs can be used in series with these and, as with other directed-
motion verbs, the order of the constituents can be changed with only a change in focus. 
This is demonstrated in (24). 

(24)  a. tá̕kʷi _cn          ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ     čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ. 
          go.across_1SUBJ    go.to.Victoria   go.from.Elwha  
          ʻI went across to Victoria from Elwha.ʼ 
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    b. ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ_cn       tá̕kʷi        čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ. 
          go.to.Victoria _1SUBJ    go.across   go.from.Elwha  
          ʻI went to Victoria crossing from Elwha.ʼ 

    c. čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ_cn         tá̕kʷi        ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ. 
          go.from.Elwha _1SUBJ    go.across   go.to.Victoria  
          ʻI went from Elwha across to Victoria.ʼ 

    d. čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ_cn         ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ     tá̕kʷi. 
          go.from.Elwha _1SUBJ    go.to.Victoria  go.across 
         ʻI went from Elwha to Victoria going across.ʼ 
 
3.2. Medial legs. 
 Medial legs—trajectory and mode—are specified using the word tx̣ǝ́n̕ǝŋ ʻgo via, go 
through, go by way ofʼ. This is a directed-motion verb and can function as a main verb in a 
single verb construction as in (25a) or in series with other verbs as in (25b). 

(25)  a. tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ_yaʔ_cn. 
          go.via_PAST_1SUBJ  

 ʻI went that way/I went through.ʼ 

     b. hiyáʔ_yaʔ_cn             ʔúx̣̫     tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ. 
          go.away_PAST_1SUBJ  go.to   go.via  
   ʻI went over that way.ʼ 

A medial leg indicating trajectory or mode of movement is specified as the object of a 
prepositional phrase following tx̣ǝ́n̕ǝŋ. These are illustrated in (26). 
 
(26)  a. tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ_cn      ʔaʔ    cǝ    súɬ. 
          go.via_1SUBJ  OBL  DET  road/door  

 ʻI went by the road/through the door.ʼ 

    b. tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ_cn      ʔaʔ   cǝ    nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ. 
          go.via_1SUBJ  OBL  DET  my.canoe 
      ʻI went by canoe.ʼ 
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A source leg marked by the čšaʔ- prefix can be used with a constituent headed by tx̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ as 
in (27). 

(27)  a. čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ_cn        tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ    ʔaʔ   cǝ    nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ. 
         go.from.Elwha _1SUBJ   go.via     OBL  DET  my.canoe   
         ʻI went from Elwha by canoe.ʼ 

    b. čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ_cn       tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ    ʔaʔ   cǝ    táwn. 
         go.from.Elwha _1SUBJ  go.via     OBL  DET  town   
        ʻI went from Elwha through town.ʼ 

    c. tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ _cn     ʔaʔ   cǝ    nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ    čšaʔéʔɬx̣ʷaʔ. 
         go.via_1SUBJ   OBL  DET  my.canoe  go.from.Elwha 
         ʻI went by canoe from Elwha.ʼ 

 The phrase headed by tx̣ǝ́n̕ǝŋ and followed by a prepositional phrase forms an inviolable 
constituent. The order of the two major constituents can be reversed as in (26c), but the 
source leg cannot be inserted into the tx̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ phrase. 
 
3.3. A source/goal asymmetry. 
 Given sentences like those in (23) and (24) where the source is marked by the čšáʔ- 
prefix and the goal is symmetrically marked by the ƛá̕ʔ- prefix, we might expect that we 
could simply change the čšaʔ- to ƛ̕aʔ- in sentences like (27) to get sentences meaning ʻI 
went to Elwha by canoeʼ and ʻI went by canoe to Elwhaʼ. But this is not possible. There is 
an asymmetry between source and goal that can be seen when the goal is mentioned with a 
specified medial leg. (28a) and (28b) differ, respectively, from (27a) and (27c) only in that 
the čšaʔ- ʻgo fromʼ prefix is replaced with the ƛa̕ʔ- ʻgo toʼ prefix.  (28a, b) cannot be used 
to mean ʻI went to Elwha by canoeʼ and ʻI went by canoe to Elwha.ʼ They are consistently 
rejected by native speakers. 
 
(28)  a. *ƛa̕ʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ_cn         tx ̣ǝ́n̕ǝŋ    ʔaʔ  cǝ     nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ. 
          go.to.Elwha _1SUBJ   go.via     OBL  DET   my.canoe   
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    b. *tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ _cn       ʔaʔ  cǝ    nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ   ƛa̕ʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ. 
           go.via_1SUBJ   OBL  DET  my.canoe  go.to.Elwha 
 
Instead we get an entirely different construction. To express a goal with a tx̣ǝ́n̕ǝŋ-marked 
medial leg, the ƛá̕ʔ-derived directed-motion verb must be nominalized in a sentential 
complement construction. When the source and trajectory are encoded together in a 
sentence, they appear as equal serial verbs, as in (27). In contrast, when the goal and 
trajectory are encoded together in a sentence, the goal must appear as a sentential 
complement in a subordinate clause, as shown in (29a). Example (29b), structurally parallel 
to (29a) is not a complex path. It is given here to show how this subordinate construction is 
used elsewhere. 

(29)  a.  tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ _cn     ʔaʔ    cǝ     nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ      či       nǝ-s-ƛa̕ʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ. 
         go.via_1SUBJ  OBL    DET   my.canoe     DET    1POS-NOM-go.to.Elwha 
         ʻI went by canoe to (go to) Elwha.ʼ 

    b. ʔánǝt-ǝŋ_cn         ʔaʔ  cǝ     nǝtán          či      nǝ-s-ƛa̕ʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ. 
           allow-PSV_1SUBJ  OBL DET   my.mother    DET   1POS-NOM-go.to.Elwha 
          ʻI was allowed by my mother to go to Elwha.ʼ 

 The source can be added to (29a) by simply adding the čšaʔ-derived directed-motion 
verb either at the beginning of the sentence (30a) or before (30b) or after (30c) the 
sentential complement goal: 

(30)  a. čšaʔmitúliyǝ_cn            tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ  ʔaʔ   cǝ     nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ     
        go.from.Victoria_1SUBJ  go via   OBL  DET   my.canoe    

  či     nǝ-s-ƛa̕ʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ. 
  DET  1POS-NOM-go.to.Elwha 

         ʻI went from Victoria by canoe to (go to) Elwha.ʼ 

    b. tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ_cn       ʔaʔ    cǝ    nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ   čšaʔmitúliyǝ               
 go.via_1SUBJ   OBL  DET    my.canoe  go.from.Victoria   
  či      nǝ-s-ƛa̕ʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ. 
  DET  1POS-NOM-go.to.Elwha 

         ʻI went by canoe from Victoria to (go to) Elwha.ʼ 
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    c. tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ_cn       ʔaʔ    cǝ     nǝsnǝ́xʷɬ    
         go.via_1SUBJ   OBL    DET   my.canoe   

  či     nǝ-s-ƛa̕ʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ           čšaʔmitúliyǝ. 
  DET  1POS-NM-go.to.Elwha    go.from.Victoria   
 ʻI went by canoe to (go to) Elwha from Victoria.ʼ 

 Other verbs that express the manner of movement, such as štǝ́ŋ ʻwalkʼ, tǝ̕ŋúʔǝŋ ʻswimʼ, 
xʷítǝŋ ʻjumpʼ, and kʷnáŋǝt ʻrunʼ, do not require the subordination of the final leg. Just as in 
examples in (24), they allow the serial patterning of source and goal.  

(31)   štǝ́ŋ_u_cxʷ              ƛ̕aʔč̕ixʷícn             čšaʔéʔɬx̣̫ aʔ? 
         walk_QUEST_2SUBJ  go.to.Port.Angeles   go.from.Elwha 
  ʻDid you walk to Port Angeles from Elwha?ʼ 

 It seems that the key difference between sentences like (24) and (31) in contrast with 
tx̣̕ǝ́n̕ǝŋ sentences is that tx̣ǝ́n̕ǝŋ is used to express a definite medial leg of a path. When 
other directed-motion verbs are used to express a definite path, they use the same pattern as 
tx̣ǝ́n̕ǝŋ. (32) is one example. 

(32)  hiyáʔ  qt̕áwǝɬ       ʔaʔ    cǝ    c̕íkc̕ǝk. 
         go     go.around   OBL   DET  wagon 
  ʻShe went around the wagon.ʼ 

However, I have no examples of other directed-motion verbs used as medial legs in 
conjunction with a definite final leg. That is, I have no sentences like ʻshe went around the 
point to Jamestownʼ or ʻshe went across the river to Elwhaʼ using the other directed-motion 
verbs like qt̕áwǝɬ ʻgo aroundʼ. When such senses are elicited, tx̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ is used.  
 
3.4. Derived manner of motion verbs. 
 It is also possible to derive manner of motion verbs using the -áyɬ suffix. For example, 
snǝ́xʷɬ ʻcanoeʼ becomes snǝxʷɬáyɬ ʻgo by canoeʼ. (33) shows how this is used: 

(33)   snǝxʷɬáyɬ_yaʔ_cn. 
         go.by.canoe_PAST_1SUBJ     

ʻI went by canoe.ʼ 
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Just as for tx̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ, when the mode of travel is specified with this morphology, the goal 
appears in a subordinate clause as in (34), which has the sentential complement structure as 
in (29) and (30).  

(34)   snǝxʷǝɬáyɬ_cn          či       nǝ-s-táči. 
         go.by.canoe_1SUBJ   COMP    1POS-NM-get.here  
  ʻI got here by canoe.ʼ 
 
3.5. Goal-linked verbs. 
 Example (35) illustrates another way of expressing the path in an ʻif/whenʼ subordinate 
clause: 

 (35)   snǝxʷɬáyɬ_caʔn              kʷaʔ       hiyáʔ-n                  túyi                       
  go.by.canoe_1FUT:SUBJ   if/when   go.away-1SBDSUBJ  go.over.water   

  ʔúx̣̫    ʔaʔmitúliyǝ. 
  go.to   be.at.Victoria 
ʻIʼll go by canoe when I go to Victoria.ʼ 

 Example (35) also shows that some of the directed-motion verbs are goal-linked (Ross 
1992) like English ʻreachʼ, which does not allow the ʻtoʼ preposition on a goal (ʻI went to 
Elwhaʼ but ʻI reached (*to) Elwhaʼ). The verb ʔúx̣ʷ  ʻgo toʼ is goal-linked. Such verbs in 
Klallam may not be followed by a ƛ̕aʔ- derived verb. Instead, the goal is prefixed with ʔaʔ- 
ʻbe atʼ as in (35). Just as with the ƛ̕aʔ- ʻgo toʼ and čšaʔ- prefixes, the prefix ʔaʔ- can be 
added to a definite place. Whereas ƛa̕ʔ- and čšaʔ- create directed-motion verbs, ʔaʔ- creates 
a location verb. Such a verb can occur alone as the main verb as in  (36).  

 (36)  ʔaʔmitúliyǝ_cn. 
         be.at.Victoria_1SUBJ 
  ʻIʼm in Victoria.ʼ 

The sentences in (37) compare the verb ʔúx̣ʷ, which is goal-linked, with hiyáʔ, which is not 
goal-linked.  

(37)  a.  hiyáʔ_cn           ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ 
          go.away_1SUBJ  go.to.Victoria 
   ʻI went to Victoria.ʼ 
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    b. ʔúx̣̫ _cn        ʔaʔmituliyǝ 
          go.to_1SUBJ  be.at.Victoria 
   ʻI went to Victoria.ʼ 

    c. *ʔúx̣̫ _cn       ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ 
           go.to_1SUBJ  go.to.Victoria 
 
Goal-linked verbs differ from others in that the order is fixed: the goal verb must follow the 
goal linked verb. (38a), with a non-goal-linked verb, corresponds to (37a) and is equally 
acceptable. (38b), on the other hand, corresponding to (37b), has a goal linked verb 
following the source and so is unacceptable. 

(38)  a.  ƛa̕ʔmitúliyǝ_cn          hiyáʔ  
          go.to.Victoria_1SUBJ  go.away 
     ʻI went to Victoria.ʼ 

    b. *ʔaʔmituliyǝ _cn            ʔúx̣̫  
           be.at.Victoria _1SUBJ    go.to 

Some other goal-linked directed-motion verbs are:  táči ʻarrive hereʼ,  tǝ́s ʻarrive thereʼ, and 
č̕áŋ ʻgo homeʼ. There seem to be no source-linked directed-motion verbs like English 
ʻleaveʼ. 
 
4. Asymmetry between end legs and medial legs. 
 Ross (1995) shows that there are systematic differences between end-legs and medial-
legs in English, German, and Brazilian Portuguese. In English, for example, 1) end-legs can 
be questioned—medial legs cannot (ʻwhere did Mary walk from Elwha to?ʼ but ʻ*where did 
Mary walk to Elwha through?ʼ),  2)  end-legs can be indefinite—medial legs cannot (ʻMary 
walked to somewhere through Elwhaʼ but ʻ*Mary walked to Elwha through somewhereʼ),  
3) the adverb ʻrightʼ can modify ʻthereʼ in end legs but not medial legs (ʻMary walked from 
right there through Elwhaʼ but ʻ*Mary walked from Elwha through right thereʼ).  
 It does not seem possible to say for sure whether Klallam shows these same systematic 
differences between end and medial legs of a path. Such subtle grammaticality judgments 
are difficult or impossible to obtain in elicitation. We can, however, look at the corpus and 
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see what does and does not occur. In Klallam, end-legs have special question forms 
illustrated in (39). 

(39)  a. ʔǝxị́n_̕cxʷ_ʔuč?  
          be.where_2SUBJ_REQ 
   ʻWhere are you?ʼ 

    b. tx ̣̫ ín_̕cxʷ_ʔuč?  
         go.to.where_2SUBJ_REQ 
   ʻWhere are you going to?ʼ 

    c. čšaʔǝxị́n_̕cxʷ_ʔuč?  
          go.from.where_2SUBJ_REQ 
   ʻWhere are you from?ʼ 

 The question word for the source leg is based on the root ʔǝx̣ín ̕ʻbe whereʼ. But notice 
that although there is čšaʔǝx̣ín ̕there is no *ƛa̕ʔǝx̣ín̕. In (39b) ʻgo to whereʼ is tx̣ʷín,̕ a 
distinct form.4  Again, the goal patterns differently from the source. 
 The only way to question a medial leg is with ʻhowʼ, as shown in (40). 

(40)   ʔǝsx̣̫ aʔnéʔŋ  ʔay ̕    či    ʔǝn-̕s-táči? 
  how              LIMIT  DET  2POS-NOM-get.here 
  ʻHow did you get here?ʼ 

 Another difference between the source and other legs in a complex path can be seen 
with the location verbs ʔiyá ʻbe thereʼ and ʔáɬaʔ ʻbe hereʼ. These both can take čšaʔ- as 
shown in (41), but neither can appear in a medial or goal leg. Both sentences in (42) are 
soundly rejected by native speakers. 

(41)  a. čšaʔiyá_cn. 
           go.from.there_1SUBJ  
   ʻI went from there.ʼ 

                                                 
4 The word tx̣ʷín̕ may be historically derived from the stem ʔǝx̣ín̕ ʻbe whereʼ and the prefix txʷ- ʻbecomeʼ. The 
phonology of the result of this combination is not synchronically transparent. 
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    b. čšaʔáɬaʔ_cn. 
   go.from.here_1SUBJ 
   ʻI went from here.ʼ 

(42)  a. *tx ̣ǝ́nǝ̕ŋ_cn     ʔaʔ   ʔiyá. 
            go.via_1SUBJ  OBL   be.there 

    b. *ƛa̕ʔiyá_cn. 
 
5. Klallam in light of path typology. 
 In terms of the path typology established by Talmy 1991, Klallam has features of both 
verb-framed and satellite-framed languages. In verb-framed languages the path of motion is 
lexically encoded in the verb; in satellite-framed languages path is elaborated in constituents 
that are structural sisters—satellites—of the verb. The Romance languages, for example, are 
typically verb-framed, while the Germanic languages are satellite-framed. This can be seen 
by comparing Spanish motion verbs with their English glosses:  salir ʻgo outʼ,  entrar ʻgo 
inʼ, subir ʻgo upʼ, bajar ʻgo downʼ. The path elements ʻoutʼ, ʻinʼ, ʻupʼ, ʻdownʼ are sisters of 
the verb in English and encoded in the verb in Spanish. In a verb-framed language, like 
Spanish, the manner is expressed externally to the main verb; in a satellite-framed language 
like English the manner is encoded lexically in the verb. For example, compare Spanish 
entró corriendo with English it ran in.    
 As shown in sections 2 and 3, Klallam has a large number of verbs that lexically encode 
the path, as listed in (8), and it also has derived path verbs. Even typical verb-framed 
languages such as Spanish and Japanese rely on adpositional, satellite marking of some 
directional concepts such as ʻtoʼ and ʻfromʼ—for example, Spanish a/de and Japanese 
to/kara. Klallam has no such adpositions; it has only one, semantically neutral preposition. 
With its reliance on its large number of path verbs, Klallam would seem to be an example 
of an extremely verb-framed language. On the other hand, Klallam has both lexical and 
derived manner verbs. In the serial construction, neither manner nor path is subordinate to 
the other. 
 Klallamʼs combination of verb- and satellite-framed features would seem to make it a 
quintessential example of a third type proposed by Zlatev and Yangklang (2004) and called 
ʻequipollently-framedʼ by Slobin (2004).  This third type covers languages with serial verb 
constructions, such as Thai. According to Slobin (2004:249), in equipollently-framed 
languages “path and manner are expressed by equivalent grammatical forms.”  This is the 
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case in Klallam in that there are manner verbs and path (directed-motion) verbs that pattern 
serially in a clause, as in (31). Yet when we look at complex paths with definite trajectories 
the goal is subordinate to a verb expressing the manner of motion as in examples (29), (30), 
and (34), in a pattern typical of satellite-framed languages. 
 Klallam, a polysynthetic language, also deviates from this third type in that it, like other 
Central Salishan languages (Gerdts 2004), has directional applicative morphology, which 
only fits the satellite-framed and not the equipollently-framed type. The directional 
applicative transitivizer, -nǝs, encodes both notions of direction and purpose, as does its 
cognate in Halkomelem (Gerdts 2004:194), and can attach to either a path verb, such as 
ʔúx̣ʷ ʻgo toʼ in (43a-b), or a manner verb, such as kʷánǝŋǝt ʻrunʼ in (43c). Example (43b) 
shows that these verbs, also, can occur in serial constructions.5 

(43)  a. ʔúx̣̫ -nǝs_cn             cǝ   slapúʔ. 
   go.to-DIRECT_1SUBJ   DET Slapu 
   ʻI went to Slapu.ʼ 

    b. kʷánǝŋǝt  ʔúx̣̫ -nǝs-ǝŋ         cǝ    slapúʔ. 
   run          go.to-DIRECT-PSV  DET  Slapu 
   ʻHe ran after Slapu.ʼ 

    c. kʷánǝŋǝt-nǝs_cn. 
   run-DIRECT_1SUBJ 
   ʻI ran at him.ʼ 
 
6. Cognates in other Central Salishan languages. 
 It may be possible that an explanation for the asymmetries between the source and goal 
in Klallam can be found in the histories of the morphemes. I do not yet have such an 
explanation, but there is certainly a historical asymmetry between ƛa̕ʔ- and čšaʔ-. Cognates 
for ƛa̕ʔ- are readily found, but I have not been able to identify any clear cognates for čšaʔ- 
outside of the Straits group, which is composed of Klallam and Northern Straits. 
 Although I currently have little data on cognate constructions in Northern Straits, the 
Central Salishan language most closely related to Klallam, they seem, from a preliminary 
inspection of the corpus, to be very similar to Klallam. In the material I have collected on 
                                                 
5 Gerdts 2004:196 shows similar Halkomelem examples of the transitive applicative in series with other verbs. The 
only examples of  -nəs derived verbs in serial construction that I have found in Klallam are passivized. In general, 
Klallam seems to make less use of this applicative morphology than Halkomelem. 
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the Saanich dialect of Northern Straits there are serial directed-motion verbs and prefixes 
ƛǝ̕- ʻgo toʼ and čsǝ- ʻgo fromʼ that are identical in function and distribution to the Klallam 
prefixes. 
 Kuipers (1967) identifies a class of “relator-verbs” in Squamish, which semantically 
“correspond to English prepositions” (Kuipers 1967:153), that include, though are not 
coextensive with the class of Klallam directed-motion verbs. The ƛ̕a ʻrelativeʼ article in 
Squamish (Kuipers 1967:136) is phonologically similar to the Klallam ʻgo toʼ prefix and it 
is also similar in that it only occurs with nouns having definite, specific semantics—proper 
names and personal pronouns. Its function and semantics seem very different, however. 
 For Comox, Hagège (1981:125) shows motion verbs in a serial construction. Although 
there are motion verbs with prepositional/relator function (148-49), there are no verbalizing 
prefixes like the source and goal prefixes of Klallam.  
 A class of verbs similar to the Squamish relator-verbs is identified in Halkomelem by 
Galloway (1993:339) as “prepositional verbs”. Gerdts (2004) shows that Halkomelem has 
serial motion verbs similar to, though not necessarily cognate with, those in Klallam. 
Halkomelem also has a set of verb-forming prefixes (Gerdts 2002), cognates of which can 
be found in Klallam, including a prefix ƛ̕- ʻgo toʼ.  
 In Lushootseed we can find cognate morphemes for Klallam prefixes ƛá̕ʔ- and ʔaʔ-. 
They are, however, both independent verbs: ƛ̕a ʻgo to a particular placeʼ and ʔaʔ ʻbe thereʼ6 
(Bates, Hess, Hilbert 1994). Both of these in Lushootseed can be stressed and can take 
transitivizing, tense, aspect, and subject morphology. In Lushootseed these have all the 
properties of independent verb roots. The Klallam cognates are entirely bound to a 
following stem—they can never be transitivized, never take tense, subject or any other 
speech act enclitic, and are never stressed. In Klallam they have all the properties of 
prefixes.  
 The Lushootseed root ƛa̕ is included in Kuipersʼ (2002:62) etymology for Proto-Salish 
root *ƛ̕ǝʔ ʻto go after, look for st.ʼ. As Gerdts and Hukari (2004) point out, these 
verbalizing prefixes must be the result of grammaticalization of verb roots. That this 
striking innovation is shared apparently only by Klallam, Northern Straits, and Halkomelem 
suggests that these three languages, or rather Halkomelem and the Straits group, form a 
sub-family within the South Georgia branch of Central Salish. 

                                                 
6  The Lushootseed root čǝs ʻsendʼ, which apparently only occurs transitivized, may be cognate with the 
Klallam prefix čšaʔ- and Saanich čsǝ- ʻgo fromʼ. If so, the phonology would indicate that it would have to be 
a loan in the Straits languages, Lushootseed or both. Cognates of Klallam words with initial /č/ have /p/, /dz/, 
or /y/ in Lushootseed. 
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7. Conclusion. 
 This paper documents the use of serial verb constructions to express complex paths in a 
polysynthetic language. A complex path in Klallam is expressed as a series of directed-
motion and mode verbs. Specific end legs, source and goal, are expressed as directed-
motion verbs derived from specific nouns unless a specific medial leg is present. An 
asymmetry between the expressions of source and goal arises when a specific medial leg 
occurs in the path. In this case the goal must be expressed as a derived directed-motion verb 
in a sentential complement clause.  
 Asymmetries between end legs and medial legs similar to those found by Ross (1995) 
can also be found in Klallam. The source differs from other legs of a complex path in that 
ʔiyá ʻbe thereʼ and ʔáɬaʔ ʻbe hereʼ can be prefixed with the verb-deriving čšaʔ- ʻfromʼ, but 
these two verbs cannot occur similarly prefixed with ƛa̕ʔ- as goal legs. Also, just as in 
English, Klallam medial legs differ from end legs in that they cannot be questioned. 
   Comparative evidence indicates that at least the goal prefix ƛa̕ʔ-  derives historically 
and relatively recently from a grammaticalized root. As such it represents an intermediate 
stage in grammaticalization between verb and case marker. Although in other Central 
Salishan languages the cognate is synchronically a root, and it can be reconstructed to 
Proto-Salish as a root, this morpheme as a prefix with goal-marking function has so far 
been found as a shared innovation only in Halkomelem, Northern Straits, and Klallam. This 
is evidence that Halkomelem and the Straits group are more closely related to each other 
than to the other members of the Central Salishan sub-family. 
 It seems that Klallam, having features of the three types proposed by Slobin 2004—
verb-framed, satellite-framed, and equipollently-framed—cannot be clearly placed into any 
of the categories. The most remarkable results of Talmyʼs typology, as pursued in such 
works as Slobin 2004, have been in the recognition that languages of different path 
lexicalization types have correspondingly different rhetorical styles. This has not yet been 
investigated in Salishan languages. It will be interesting to see how the narrative style of 
Klallam and other Central Salishan languages is reflected in the mixed typology. 
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